
three Sea 
 

the sound of the night has completed each door and stays cogent inside the electrical flame and a valley. 
peaceable witnesses push the cut heart of the signs to resume a mysterious number, they have no empty 
containers to wrap in the vacuum alignments by lights. in each step on the even side of the Sea, one of 
the sails sends material speech to the bottom of mountains and brings us to live by the housing with 
ferns for the land. they speak in the pieces by networks for scenes and send music in to the palette made 
animal queens with a switch to restart. the smoke clears for futures and pasts marked by scrolls that 
align all the pregnancies held by the Null. it pushes them in to the empty lot registries for image 
recession and piles up the flowers to flourish in wilderness pockets made hot by recursions. once each 
of them takes in the bodies made to be last in dispersion and objects their speech to make bales for the 
tongues through invisible languages harvesting jargons and echoes through ice and the fire, they fold 
into waves by the number of Oceans. explosions do not become yellow or red, but they mark every line 
that pulls from the doves and makes deer. the sequences start to note sentences left to reply to the tapir 
man housing, pulling Caribbean shores to make food for the dark. but i am not one for the seven 
intentions or five for magnetic contusions from death. 
 

 
                                                                 la muerte de Panamá. giant hummingbird 

 



leave me the volatile number squirming with network attachments to vacate the semblance of rotary 
music rebounding by foals and the swimmer by time to the light. a body from elsewhere and time 
crushing voices defaces the simple ascent by the lake through the force meant to capture the longword 
still like the business for blood in the segment for hay, as the swarm fills each reverie under the sand. 
the mind of a shape in the semblance today for the Sea sends out wholes. the body for night in the fruit 
filled return for the shape matters less for the linkage and forces that starve for the real in the death 
under dust, and over the clouds, through it all to the Sea. i was delivered for promises under the key for 
the night and finish the institutional calling to wear every skin and its face without knowledge of others 
in catacombs sent to the masters of light. even if water could promise to cleanse every magnet by 
seasons that stand for the willows and shreds all the sage that can purify every intentional Host, even if 
sweetgrass holds night to the morning i enter the selves of the others to marry the plural with one and 
dissolve. they as a Self() know that noon will not rot to determine the numbers which form every silence 
in corners and hold up the light.  
 
windows of nationhood broken 
reciprocal trees in the fire 
violence of family made into structures 
goodbye to the freezer machines 
the fire makes me ready 
the smudge makes me light 
all over the child has made more for the night 
as the morning becomes what the day cannot see 
 
services plot to remove the ascension by packets on hats and the looser improvement for lines by the 
water determined to break. the center aligned with a cloud and the painted up horses remain by the Sea. 
the horses push out on the bags for the language that bleeds us the silence to move to the center of 
mountains and send every digit to fight. identity sells to the neutral becoming and saddles the ministry 
dark with the sand as the ropes remove blood and the water of mercy to pattern the prayers for the 
dead. even if mouths soothe the pregnancies more to the East and the animals know what the words 
give to see with the trees, the faster the rocket the more the interpretive jars carve the paths to the forest 
and make it connect with the books of the central dot hit to send out the impoverished deceits. but one 
to the number and five to the snow look to turn out the boat on their sample with sessions and swollen 
fit bombs on the light for the feet on their origin gestures and pidgin while nothing puts foam on the 
sounds. even if code works of drawing could network the warmth in the ageless retrieval in seminal 
keys, the wind will let go of the promises fit for the dust in the night and return to the broken, the light, 
and the fort that stays open to widen the faces in simple lit gongs for the sun. while the empty 
foundations with sand in the grids and interpretive shells for the heart in the hive for the knots run to 
morning, while shimmering windowless groups and desire in the broken lot fumes turns to clouds, the 



faces that carry the stories and follow the red stick to move under sight will make steps as the ring does 
to wake in the morning with horses that know what to do. 
 


